Pollution episodes at Venice related to weather types: an analysis for a better predictability.
In order to obtain a rational strategy for the control and management of emissions from the industrial area of Venice, determination of the air quality is made from different perspectives. A source-receptor oriented approach shows a remarkable scatter of data due to the complex source field and variability of atmospheric conditions at a coastal site. As many pollution episodes are initiated by local diffusion potentials induced by the interaction between topographic irregularities (i.e. Alpine chain and Adriatic Sea) and the mesoscale atmospheric circulation system, a correlation between pollution events and synoptic conditions is made. Two periods of two years each were considered, the former characterized by very frequent, moderate episodes, the latter by more rare but potentially more severe episodes, although the emission rate was reduced. Four different criteria (i.e. weather types as classified by the U.K. Meteorological Office, by Borghi and Giuliacci, and by Urbani, and the passage of fronts) are considered and compared in order to describe the synoptic conditions and to make a reasonable prediction of the local dynamic climatology. A risk index (RI) is computed for each weather type. The U.K. classification appears to be the most suitable as it classifies the maximum number of synoptic maps and has the greatest spread of RI, thus making a more sound prediction. The analysis shows that the pollution episodes are associated with instability phenomena, i.e. passage of fronts or the onset of moderate to fresh winds, and not with stationary conditions. Also, the areal extension over which the highest pollution levels are recorded is related to particular weather types. The statistics of the meteorological weather types occurring during the pollution events give satisfactory results for some weather types, especially for those correlating highly or poorly with pollution events.